tools
trade
of
the

Tax Season
Arrives

ATX offers five tax preparation programs, each a
complete solution with

ATX tax preparation

free unlimited e-filing,
including 1040, 1040
Office, MAX®, MAX®
Office, and Total Tax
Office™. Reasonable pricing and the merger with
tax research producer
Kleinrock have helped
ATX become the fastestgrowing tax software company in recent years. If
you are converting from
another program, there’s a
free online conversion service that will provide a
secure download of your
converted data in as little
as an hour. We reviewed
this year’s MAX, which
56
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arrived in a convenient
binder with sleeves for the
CD updates that are delivered during the tax season. The rollover for last
year’s data was easy and
fast, and the interface is
intuitive and feature-rich.
MAX has more than
11,000 forms with entry
on screens that duplicate
the forms. There are builtin spreadsheets, and you
can link fields to any cell
for quick calculations.
Kleinrock’s 1040 Quick
Answers is included, making help available via the
CD and online. You can
look up more detailed
questions about the 1040
right from the line you are
currently working on.
Toll-free technical support
is available Monday
through Saturday during
tax season. There is a
demo of the program
online at www.atxinc.com,
or you can call to order at
(877) 728-9776.
J.K. Lasser’s Your Income
Tax 2006 from John Wiley
& Sons, Inc. covers all the
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2005 tax law changes and
has special sections dealing with catastrophic losses because of Katrina.
Losses and contributions
as well as exemptions for
those housing and otherwise helping the victims
of the storm are included.
Also, there’s new coverage
of automobile and boat
donations, traditional and
Roth retirement plans,
employee plan contributions, senior catch-up
contributions, and benefits for children. Alternative minimum tax (AMT)
is covered in detail as is
the wash sale rule. Within
the 814 pages are a variety
of usable forms, free online bonuses, and coverage
of all the 2005 tax law

changes. Chapter 1 begins
with which form to file,
and Chapter 46 ends with
electronic filing, IRS
audits, filing extensions,
and amended returns.
Along the way, each chapter offers filing instructions, tips, planning
reminders, and IRS alerts.
Wiley books are available
at your local bookstore or
by calling (800) 225-5945.
CounterSpy 1.5 from
Sunbelt Software will
identify, block, and quarantine or remove spyware
for a very low subscription price of $20 per year.
Rated a PC World Best
Buy, CounterSpy features
a simple interface, very
fast scans, and a high
detection rate. It also
shares Microsoft’s spyware
database. System tools
included in the program
offer additional security
help. My PC Explorer lets
you view and change settings on your system, and
it shows what’s in the
automatic start-up when
you open Windows and

Tech Forum

Nine Million Blogs

◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ IT WAS INEVITABLE. Hoist up a planet-size screen and

form of mass speech yet developed.” And a blog offers

hand out keyboards to everyone, and what do you expect?

almost no-cost publishing for anyone who has anything to

Blogs, of course.

say about anything—no editing, no censorship.

Humans have been creating graffiti ever since we

Actually, it sounds like a recipe for disaster—precious

moved indoors to live in caves, and as soon as someone

bandwidth sucked up by the monumentally boring, bab-

split the end of a goose quill we became journal writers.

bling away in distant corridors of self-interest. Well, yes,

The difference today, though, is that you can begin with a

that’s part of it. But there’s the opposite also—helpful,

worldwide readership for your musings long before Nation-

amusing, even brilliant content available at no cost.

al Geographic discovers your digs or parchments.
The phenomenal popularity of blogs shouldn’t come as

Journal writers can produce amazing work. Think of
Samuel Pepys’s diaries. Who would study the Great Fire of

a surprise. As Justice Stewart Dalzell explained a number

London or the plague in the same city without referring to

of years ago, “[The Internet] is the most participatory

this work? Or what about the Diary of Anne Frank? Or the
continued on next page

PDA, iPod, cell phone, or
PC. MT1 converts these
files to the MP3 format
and automatically downloads them to your
mobile device when you
synchronize. You can also
listen on your PC. The
process is automatic:
As e-mail arrives in
Outlook, a new Outlook
folder is created, and the
CounterSpy 1.5

what applications are currently connected to the
Internet. The My PC
Checkup scans and offers
changes to tighten up
security, and the History
Cleaner offers a privacy
tool that removes your
Web browsing history as
well as files from applications like Real Player,
Winzip, and MSN Messenger. The Secure File
Eraser erases files by over-

writing them so they are
safe from recovery—the
normal delete function
doesn’t. Subscribers can
check the CounterSpy
Research Center for Sunbelt news on spyware.
www.sunbelt-software.com
With MT1 software from
MagneticTime™ you can
listen to your Outlook,
Outlook Express, and
Word documents on your

MagneticTime’s MT1

new message is copied to
that folder to be translated into MP3s. The reading voice is synthesized
but pleasantly smoothed
out. You can hear a sample in a demo at www.
magnetictime.com. With
the kind of capacity available on an iPod, you could
create archived libraries of
e-mails. Richard O’Donnell, CEO of MagneticTime, points
out that, “Several
universities in the
U.S. are looking at
using the iPod as a
means to distribute
course content to
students, such as for
the recordings of lectures.” MT1’s capacity to read Word docs
could serve as the
converter and delivery system for those
courses.
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“A blog is a personal diary. A

source of information. On January 8,

published letters of statesmen and

daily pulpit. A collaborative

two days before the media got hold

artists, never meant for a wider audi-

space. A political soapbox.

of this, a blog called The Smoking

ence than the recipient? Blogs pro-

A breaking-news outlet. A

Gun had published a six-page exposé

vide a 21st Century platform for a

collection of links. Your own

genre once most comfortable in note-

private thoughts. Your blog is

them from police and court reports

books and letterboxes.

whatever you want it to be.”

and interviews with those appearing
in the book. From Katie Couric in the

If you’re the kind of person who
prefers to watch the people in the

Sam) also has a blog.

morning to journalism’s Gray Lady to
the hip e-zine out of San Francisco—

train station rather than stare at the

Ordinary people have blogs that

small print on your Blackberry, or you

often are full of photos and that read

all the mainstream “journalists”

need a piece of HTML coding to fix a

like the letter included in the holiday

throughout the day were quoting the

frame on your website, or you’d like to

card (the whole year crammed single-

investigative reporting of a blog that

join a discussion group about knitting

space on a page). Then there are

did the work you would expect from

or pipefitting—check the blogs. The

celebrity blogs, political pundit blogs,

traditional investigative journalists.

answers and the people are out there.

artist blogs, and discussion groups

Some question whether www.the

maintained by experts in fields with

smokinggun.com is still just a blog.

What Exactly Is a Blog?

both limited and general interest. It’s

When it began, it attracted interest

The definition is a little amorphous.

estimated there are nine million U.S.

by publishing police mug shots of

Wikipedia simply defines a blog (Web

bloggers and many more worldwide.

famous personalities. It still does

log) as “a website in which journal

Nowhere is the revolutionary power

this, but with just one editor and one

entries are posted on a regular basis

of blogs more clearly demonstrated

reporter it has evolved into a more

and displayed in reverse chronological

than in the way some blogs compete

complete news source. It was pur-

order.” But if you go to www.blogger.com

against the establishment media. A

chased by Court TV five years ago,

to get started creating your own,

recent example concerns James

and, unlike many other gossip blogs,

you’ll find a more expansive defini-

Frey’s runaway best-seller A Million

The Smoking Gun looks for the smok-

tion along with many, varied exam-

Little Pieces. After it was selected by

ing gun, usually in the form of docu-

ples. The Blogger definition includes

Oprah’s Book Club, the nonfiction

ments they can post online.

all of the following: “A blog is a per-

account of the author’s travails with

sonal diary. A daily pulpit. A collabo-

drink, drugs, and the law came in

of blogs can be seen in the way com-

rative space. A political soapbox. A

second only to Harry Potter in last

panies are having to react to employ-

breaking-news outlet. A collection of

year’s book sales. On January 10,

ees’ personal blogs and attack

links. Your own private thoughts. Your

2006, the New York news cycle

blogs. Check out the Mini-Microsoft

blog is whatever you want it to be.”

began its day with a Today Show story

blog written by an anonymous

The second definition is closer to

about a number of events in the book

employee who can be both critical

the reality on the ground—or, rather,

that seem to be faked, according to

and positive about his employer

in the air. Some blogs are very good,

police documents and witnesses. The

(http://minimsft.blogspot.com).

many are terrible, and others are very

New York Times’s morning edition also

And there are numerous blogs with

limited in their appeal. Juan Cole is a

had a story about the book, offering

large chips on their shoulders,

One other measure of the power

history professor at the University of

more details than the television piece

often with unsubtle names like

Michigan who is probably best noted

about events that didn’t happen as

AcmeSucks.com. These blogs can

for his book Sacred Space and Holy

Frey described them. A check online

become public relations and legal

War: The Politics, Culture, and History

that same day, and, sure enough,

nightmares for companies.

of Shi’ite Islam. Professor Cole also

the story had reached the West

If you haven’t spent much time in

writes a daily blog about politics in

Coast as Salon, one of the most

the blogosphere online, it’s worth the

the Middle East, and you can read it

successful e-magazines, was running

trip. Just keep in mind that it’s a

every day without spending anything

a front-page story about the untrue

place where vetting and editing might

on tuition or university fees. On the

confessional.

be abandoned—caveat lector (let the

other hand, David Berkowitz (Son of
58

of the facts as they had gathered
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But the real story here was the

reader beware).

■

